Honoring Karuna Kress
Celebrating the Life of Karuna Kress

Karuna Kress 3/20/39 - 5/11/18
Karuna Kress made her transition in May and many friends celebrated her life last
month. Karuna was instrumental in expanding our Soul Support Systems training
programs and organizing channelings from our spiritual messengers for a number
of years before she retired.
Above are some photos of Karuna's moments of joy and friendship. Our thanks and
love surrounds her in the grace of creation.

Upcoming Events!
Teacher/Facilitator Conference in New Mexico!

Focus and Vision!
What: Teacher/Facilitator Conference
Where: Jemez Springs, NM
When: December 7-10, 2018
If you are a teacher or facilitator of Soul Support Systems modalities, we extend a
warm invitation to attend our gathering in Jemez Springs, New Mexico!
As an investment in our organization and in you, our teachers and
facilitators, accommodation and breakfast is being paid for by Soul Support.
Click for details

Fulfill Your Destiny!

Activate YOUR Power, Purpose, & Possibilities NOW!
November 3rd & 4th
Florence, MA
Join us in this interactive and uplifting 2-day Play-shop!
With Flo Aeveia Magdalena and MaryAnn D'Ambrosio MBA, PhD
Workshop Details

Unifying Our Dualities

Balancing Our Inner/Outer Worlds

With

Flo Aeveia Magdalena and Don Jacobs
November 17 & 18, 2018
Florence, MA
*More Fully Understand the Dualities that Affect Your Life & Relationships
*Unleash Your Power Centers to Strengthen Your Body, Mind & Spirit
*Create Alignment with Your Emotional Body to Live in Self-Authority
*Step Into Your Amazing Power through Balanced Intention & Truth
Click for details

TEAM EARTH CALL OCT 10TH
Supporting Our Earth's Transition
Please join us to add your energy, heart, and intentions. October will focus
on what is happening in the dimensions around the Earth: Transcendence.
Call details

South River Highlands Soul Recognition

with Flo Aeveia Magdalena & Soul Support Staff
January 23rd - January 27th, 2019
Buena Vista, VA
Set your intentions for 2019, experience renewal in body, mind and spirit, and
deeply embody the connection, wisdom and power of your own soul!
Click for more detail

Announcements!
I Remember Union - Hungarian Translation!

Gabriella Kovacs has translated I Remember Union into Hungarian. In these photos
Gabriella is presenting the book to Hungarian women eager for spiritual awakening.
Staff from Soul Support will be offering Soul Recognition and other programs in
Hungary in March, 2019. It brings great excitement to share the words of Mary with
the hearts of many!

Supercoherence Frequencies!

Many of you are familiar with the Supercoherent Frequencies brought from Thrity
Engineer, that are quantum field frequencies that convey to us and restore in us

the balance that we all endeavor to live.
We are ordering the new Water frequencies as well as the I AM and Wellness
frequencies. If you are interested in purchasing these from Soul Support, please
let us know. Many of you have already been using the frequencies to support your
quantum fields. The water frequency has been tested scientifically and allows the
body to absorb water in a way congruent with the bodies' natural functioning.
Since water is our primary essence, this fine tunes us in a subtle and yet
dependable and steady way.
Other frequencies offer male or female balance and support, work with trauma or
fear, and also carry the frequency of union and the return to love. The Wellness
frequency is to assist the body in dealing with EMF's.
Call our office to talk about what might be best for you to utilize to assist in your
full embodiment of Oneness.

Frequency details and information

New HeartThread International
YouTube Channel
Barbara Nei of Angel B. Productions is
creating a HeartThread:International
channel with explanations, messages and
actual HT sessions for those who would like to
experience the work and share it with others.
All HT Facilitators are encouraged to contact
Angel B. and have her upload your sessions
and/or contributions as well.
Email Barbara

Barbara Nei Angel B.
Productions

Barbara donated her video expertise to film a HT training held in New Mexico last
year. She is editing that video and putting important and heartfelt experiences
about HeartThread on our new YouTube channel. Thanks so much Angel
Barbara for supporting our work!
Here is a link to the explanation of HeartThread on the site:
HT Video

HeartThread Trainings
Over the summer, Joy Melchizedek, Karen Trujillo Heffernan, and Flo Magdalena
trained practitioners in HeartThread in Michigan, PA, Hawaii and Vermont.
Here are some highlights from those trainings of Melissa Middleton, Shawna
Moore, Lauren Liberti, Sunshine Jensen, Sheea Shafer, and Don Jacobs.
.

Check out these videos of HT
experiences:
Client testimonial
Flo's explanation
HT interview

Remembering Our Soul Recognition at Angel's Rest
In early August we again joined our souls and hearts to deepen our
commitment to ourselves and to each other. Here are some moments of our
time together.
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